SHOCK OF THE NEW
all new music with and without electronics

Lindsay Vickery - Agilus, Mimoid, Symmetriad (2012)
Johannes Luebbers - things are not always as they seem (2012)
Cat Hope - Stella Degradation (2012) ensemble
Roland Adeney - Follow that Car! (2012) for Grid System
Stuart James - Veden Ja Tulen Elementit (2012) Spatialisation
Malcolm Riddoch - YAVEAF (2012) for laptop
Sam Gillies - The times we ran back into the fire (part i) (2012) for electric guitar and laptops
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SHOCK OF THE NEW
all new music with and without electronics by staff and post-grad students from the composition and music technology course at WAAPA.
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Lindsay Vickery Agilus, Mimoid, Symmetriad (2012)
string quartet [sonya maher, caitlin huxtable, rebecca smith, tristen parr]

Johannes Luebbers things are not always as they seem (2012)
cimbalom [joshua webster]

Cat Hope Stella Degradation (2012)
flute, cello, bass clarinet, percussion and piano [hayley ayres, tristen parr, lindsay vickery, josh webster johannes luebbers]

short break

Roland Adeney Follow that Carl (2012)
Grid System [roland adeney]

short break

Stuart James Veden Ja Tulen Elementit (2012)
Spatialisation

Malcolm Riddoch YAVEAF (2012)
laptop
[malcolm riddoch]

Sam Gillies The times we ran back into the fire (part i) (2012)
electric guitar and laptops: [chris kotchie sam gillies jack moriarty]